Kamalani

Into: G / C / G / C
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Performed By: Israel Kamakawiwo`ole/Makaha Sons of Ni`ihau

G
Where is my love, Kamalani?

D7
Please answer me Kamalani

G
Pu Kani Nui, Pu Kani Nui

D7
Oh here I am Kamalani,

G G7
Here in this, paradise

C G
Kamalani, Kamalani

D7
Is this the fullness, of heaven?

G
Here in this paradise

G
Please come to me, Kamalani (Kamalani)

D7
Where nights are still Kamalani (Kamalani)

G
You can hear the voice of Pu Kani Nui

D7
It beckons you, Kamalani

G G7
You'll be together again

C G
Kamalani, Kamalani

D7
You'll hear the sound of his voice

G G7
Here in this paradise

C G
Kamalani, Kamalani

D7
You'll hear the sound of his voice

G C G
Here in this paradise, Paradise